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In this study, it was demonstrated that the introduction of Co-Al/Mg-Al hydrotalcite-like compound buffer layers on 

porous α-Al2O3 substrates enabled effective manipulation of the microstructure of ZIF-7 films so that metal ions located in 

inorganic buffer layers were not necessarily identical with those residing in MOF crystals. Moreover, zinc sources were 

found to exert significant influence on final microstructure of prepared ZIF-7 films. In addition to ZIF-7, well-intergrown 

ZIF-8 and HKUST-1 films could also be in situ grown on diverse HTlc buffer layer-modified α-Al2O3 substrates, which 

convincingly demonstrated the generality of this strategy for the facile preparation of qualified MOF films/membranes.

Introduction 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) in the form of thin films 

have shown unprecedented opportunities and promises in 

fields of luminescence,
1-3

 QCM-based VOC vapor sensing,
4-6

 

optoelectronics,
7
 gas separation

8-11
 and catalysis

12,13
 due to 

their unique structural flexibility, tailor-made functionalities, 

large surface areas and adjustable pore apertures.
14

 

Nevertheless, one of the challenging tasks facing MOF film 

fabrication remains the low affinity interactions between the 

chemically inert substrate surface and MOF crystals, which 

inevitably gives rise to a low heterogeneous nucleation 

density.
15,16

 Therefore, incorporation of additional functional 

groups on the substrate surface has become indispensable to 

improve their binding affinity. A variety of organic compounds, 

including imidazole derivatives,
17

 PMMA,
18

 APTES,
19

 IPTES,
20

 

and PDA
21

 have proven effective for substrate activation. In 

contrast, relatively less attention has been paid to pure 

inorganic modifiers which, in effect, may show superior 

performance in terms of robustness,
22

 substrate compatibility, 

thermal stability and environmental friendliness. For instance, 

well-intergrown ZIF-8,
23

 ZIF-71
24

 and ZIF-78
25

 membranes 

could be synthesized on porous ZnO or ZnO-modified α-Al2O3 

substrates; very recently it was demonstrated that ZIF-67 

([Co(MeIm)2]n) films could be in situ grown on Co-Al LDH-

modified Ni substrates and serve as the precursor for 

supercapacitor electrodes;
26

 while H2-selective Cu3[(BTC)2] 

membranes could be fabricated on CuO/Cu nets
27

 or 

Cu/Ni3S2/Ni foams
28

 by in situ solvothermal reactions. It should 

be noted, however, that in almost all cases metal ions present 

in inorganic modifiers are identical with those in MOF 

frameworks. Although some authors tried elucidating this 

issue in a recent study, the use of conducting substrates and 

the requirement for electrodeposition of inorganic buffer 

layers have restricted the potential widespread application.
29

 

Thus, it becomes essential for us to elucidate the principle of 

inorganic functionalization to bypass such restrictions. 

Besides, there is also an increasing demand for facile methods 

allowing more precise control over the microstructure (like 

grain size and shape, film thickness and preferred orientation) 

of MOF films which, however, is mainly based on trial-and-

error and has turned out to be very sophisticated. Taking ZIF-7, 

a representative of MOF materials as an example, at present 

ZIF-7 films with diverse microstructures have to be fabricated 

by in situ growth, polyethylenimine (PEI)-assisted seeding,
16

 

microwave-assisted secondary growth,
16

 benzimidazole 

covalent functionalization, electrospray deposition
30

 or the use 

of sodium formate as deprotonation agents, respectively.
17

 

Comparatively speaking, in situ growth is more preferable for 

industrial mass production due to its simplicity.
31

 Therefore, it 

became highly desirable to enable effective manipulation of 

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of in situ solvothermal synthesis of qualified 

ZIF-7 films on Co-Al HTlc buffer layer-modified α-Al2O3 substrates. 
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microstructures of MOF films via a facile in situ growth 

method. 

Hydrotalcite-like compounds (HTlc) are a typical representative 

of anionic clays consisting of positively charged brucite-like 

layers and charge compensating anions located in interlayer 

galleries. Compositional flexibility in both positively charged 

layers and charge-balancing anions gives rise to a functional 

diversity.
32

 In view of our previous demonstration of high 

affinity interactions between HTlc buffer layers and MOF 

films,
33-35

 herein we further showed that microstructures of 

ZIF-7 films could be precisely controlled by proper 

manipulation of structure-related parameters of HTlc buffer 

layers (schematically shown in Fig. 1). Of particular note is that 

metal ions present in buffer layers and MOF films are different, 

which demonstrates convincingly that a much wider range of 

inorganic compounds are appropriate for a significant 

enhancement of nucleation and growth of MOF films. 

Experimental 

Growth of ZIF-7 films on bare α-Al2O3 substrates  

0.57 g Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (99.9 wt.%, Wako) and 0.31 g benzimidazole 

(98.0 wt.%, TCI) were dissolved in 30 ml DMF (99.5 wt.%, nacalai 

tesque). After vigorous stirring at room temperature for 10 min, a 

bare α-Al2O3 substrate (Fraunhofer Institut, Germany) was placed 

into a 50 ml Teflon-lined stainless vessel, and 35 ml of the precursor 

solution was poured into the vessel. The vessel was sealed and put 

into a convective oven with the temperature pre-heated to 100 
o
C. 

After 20 h, the vessel was taken out and cooled to room 

temperature. Finally the film was taken out, washed with DMF and 

dried in air. 

Growth of Co-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layers on α-Al2O3 substrates  

The precursor solution was prepared by mixing 0.54 g of 

Co(NO3)2·6H2O (98 wt.%, Aldrich), 0.35 g Al(NO3)3·9H2O (98.0 wt.%, 

nacalai tesque) and 1.6 g urea (99.0 wt.%, wako) with 100 ml DDI 

water. Then a porous α-Al2O3 substrate was vertically placed into a 

50 ml Teflon-lined stainless vessel, and 35 ml of the precursor 

solution was poured into the vessel. The vessel was sealed and put 

into a convective oven with the temperature pre-heated to 120 
o
C. 

After 20 h, the vessel was taken out and cooled to room 

temperature. Finally, the substrate was taken out and washed with 

DDI water.  

Growth of ZIF-7 films on Co-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-modified α-

Al2O3 substrates 

This procedure is similar to the synthesis of ZIF-7 films on bare α-

Al2O3 substrates except that Co-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-modified α-

Al2O3 substrates were used. 

Growth of Mg-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layers on α-Al2O3 substrates 

The precursor solution was prepared by mixing 0.48 g of 

Mg(NO3)2·6H2O (98 wt.%, Aldrich), 0.35 g Al(NO3)3·9H2O and 1.6 g 

urea with 100 ml DDI water. Then a porous α-Al2O3 substrate was 

placed into a 50 ml Teflon-lined stainless vessel, and 35 ml of the 

precursor solution was poured into the vessel. The vessel was 

sealed and put into a convective oven with the temperature pre-

heated to 120 
o
C. After 20 h, the vessel was taken out and cooled to 

room temperature. Finally, the substrate was taken out and washed 

with water. 

Growth of Mg-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layers on γ-Al2O3 substrates 

This procedure is similar to the synthesis of Mg-Al-CO3 HTlc on α-

Al2O3 substrates except that γ-Al2O3 substrates are used instead. 

Growth of ZIF-7 films on Mg-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-modified α-

Al2O3 substrates 

This procedure is similar to the synthesis of ZIF-7 films on bare α-

Al2O3 substrates except that Mg-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-modified 

α-Al2O3 substrates were used instead. 

Growth of ZIF-7 films on Mg-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-modified γ-

Al2O3 substrates  

This procedure is similar to the synthesis of ZIF-7 films on bare α-

Al2O3 substrates except that Mg-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-modified 

γ-Al2O3 substrates were used instead. 

Growth of ZIF-7 films on Co-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-modified α-

Al2O3 substrates with ZnCl2 as zinc sources 

0.41 g ZnCl2 (98.0 wt.%, wako), 0.38 g benzimidazole and 1.02 g 

diethylamine (99.0 wt.%, TCI) were dissolved in 30 ml DMF. After 

vigorous stirring at room temperature for 10 min, a Co-Al-CO3 HTlc 

buffer layer-modified α-Al2O3 substrate was vertically placed into a 

50 ml Teflon-lined stainless vessel, and 30 ml of the precursor 

solution was poured into the vessel. The vessel was sealed and put 

into a convective oven with the temperature pre-heated to 100 
o
C. 

After an elapsed time of 20 h, the vessel was taken out and 

naturally cooled to room temperature in air. Finally, the film was 

taken out, washed with DMF water and dried in air. 

Growth of ZIF-7 films on Co-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-modified α-

Al2O3 substrates with ZnBr2 as zinc sources  

0.68 g ZnBr2 (99.9 wt.%, wako), 0.38 g benzimidazole and 1.02 g 

diethylamine were dissolved in 30 ml DMF. After vigorous stirring at 

room temperature, a Co-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-modified α-Al2O3 

substrate was placed into a 50 ml Teflon-lined stainless vessel, and 

30 ml of the precursor solution was poured into the vessel. The 

vessel was sealed and then put into a convective oven with the 

temperature pre-heated to 100 
o
C. After 20 h, the vessel was taken 

out and cooled to room temperature in air. Finally, the film was 

taken out, washed with DMF water and dried in air. 

Growth of ZIF-7 films on Co-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-modified α-

Al2O3 substrates with ZnI2 as zinc sources 

0.96 g ZnI2 (99.0 wt.%, nacalai tesque), 0.38 g benzimidazole and 

1.02 g diethylamine were dissolved in 30 ml DMF. After vigorous 

stirring at room temperature, a Co-Al-CO3 HTlc buffer layer-

modified α-Al2O3 substrate was placed into a 50 ml Teflon-lined 

stainless vessel, and 30 ml of the precursor solution was poured 

into the vessel. The vessel was sealed and put into a convective 

oven with the temperature pre-heated to 100 
o
C. After 20 h, the 

vessel was taken out and cooled to room temperature. Finally, the 

film was taken out, washed with DMF water and dried in air. 
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Results and discussion 

Effects of Co-Al HTlc buffer layer modification on the 

microstructure of ZIF-7 films 

Initially we tried to prepare ZIF-7 films on bare α-Al2O3 

substrates by in situ solvothermal growth with Zn(NO3)2·6H2O 

as the metal ion source. After the synthesis large ZIF-7 crystals 

(grain size ~10 μm) were readily attached to the substrate (Fig. 

2a and b, Fig. 3a). Nevertheless, substantial intercrystalline 

defects remained in the film due to a relatively low nucleation 

density. To enhance the chemical affinity between substrates 

and ZIF-7 crystals, before solvothermal growth, a Co-Al HTlc 

buffer layer was introduced to the substrate by in situ 

hydrothermal growth. As shown in Fig. 2c, prepared HTlc 

buffer layer showed a typical plate-like morphology with an 

average grain size of 4 μm. Mutual distances between adjacent 

HTlc plates were ~2 μm (Fig. 2c and d). The high length-to-

width ratio of Co-Al HTlc crystals was potentially desirable for 

substrate modification due to a maximized exposure of surface 

functional groups as well as minimized mass transfer barrier. 

The Co/Al ratio was estimated to be 1.28 based on Energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) measurement (shown in 

SI-1, SI-2). Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD) pattern further 

showed distinguishable diffraction peaks at 2θ values of 11.6
o
 

and 23.1
o
, which were coincident with the {003} and {006} 

crystal planes of the CO3
2-

 intercalated Co-Al HTlc phase (Fig. 

3b, the PXRD pattern was shown in SI-3).
36-37

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the next step, ZIF-7 films were in situ synthesized on Co-Al 

HTlc buffer layer-modified α-Al2O3 substrates. As shown in Fig. 

2e, prepared ZIF-7 film was well-intergrown. Moreover, the 

grain size and film thickness had been significantly reduced to 

~2 μm (Fig. 2e) and 5 μm (Fig. 2f), respectively. This can be 

attributed to the mutual electron donor (benzimidazole N 

atoms and interlayer OH
-
/CO3

2-
 anions)-acceptor (Co

2+
, Al

3+
 

and Zn
2+

 ions) interactions between the Co-Al HTlc and ZIF-7 

framework.
38,39

 The existence of –OH/–CO3
2-

 functional groups 

in the Co-Al HTlc buffer layer could be further confirmed by 

the FT-IR spectra (shown in SI-4).
37

  

Effects of zinc source on the microstructure of ZIF-7 films 

Besides buffer layers, zinc sources were found to exert 

significant influence on final microstructure of ZIF-7 films. As 

shown in Fig. 4, rod-like ZIF-7 crystals were formed and 

spontaneously attached to Co-Al HTlc buffer layer-modified 

substrates in case ZnCl2 (Fig. 4a and b)
40

 or ZnBr2 (Fig. 4c and d) 

were employed as zinc sources. Moreover, it was observed 

that not only the diameter of ZIF-7 micro-rods synthesized 

from ZnBr2 (Fig. 4c) was 3 times larger than those from ZnCl2 

(Fig. 4a), but also they were more closely packed with each 

other. Cross-sectional SEM image of both prepared ZIF-7 films 

(Fig. 4b and d) indicated that most ZIF-7 micro-/nano-rods 

should be vertically aligned on the substrate, which could be 

interpreted by the ‘‘evolution selection’’ growth mechanism 

developed by van der Drift in interpretation of the preferred 

orientation of a vapor-deposited PbO layer.
41

 Of particular 

Fig. 2 SEM images of (a, b) ZIF-7 films prepared on bare α-Al2O3 substrates 

by in situ solvothermal growth; and (c, d) Co-Al HTlc buffer layers in situ 

grown on α-Al2O3 substrates; (e, f) ZIF-7 films prepared on Co-Al HTlc 

buffer layer-modified α-Al2O3 substrates by in situ solvothermal growth. 

Inset: Enlarged cross-sectional SEM image at the ZIF-7 film-substrate 

interface. White arrows: Co-Al HTlc crystals. 

Fig. 3 XRD patterns of (a) ZIF-7 films prepared on bare α-Al2O3 substrates 

by in situ solvothermal growth; and (b) Co-Al HTlc buffer layers in situ 

grown on α-Al2O3 substrates; and (c) ZIF-7 films prepared on Co-Al HTlc 

buffer layer-modified α-Al2O3 substrates by in situ solvothermal growth. 

Peaks marked with rhombuses, squares and dots represent diffraction 

peaks from the ZIF-7 film, Co-Al HTlc buffer layer and α-Al2O3 substrate, 

respectively. 
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note, the use of ZnI2 as zinc source unexpectedly resulted in 

the formation of 50 nm-sized ZIF-7 nanocrystals (shown in SI-5)  

followed by their uniform in situ deposition on Co-Al HTlc 

buffer layer-modified substrates (Fig. 4e and f), which has 

never been reported in the literature.   PXRD patterns further 

confirmed that all prepared films indeed belonged to ZIF-7 

phase (shown in SI-6). 

Morphological differences among ZIF-7 films could be partially 

interpreted by the hard soft acid base (HSAB) theory, in which 

Cl
-
/Br

-
/I

-
 are classified as hard/intermediate/soft bases, 

respectively; while Zn
2+

 are defined as intermediate acids.
40

 

Since intermediate acids Zn
2+

 tend to form stronger bonds with 

intermediate bases (Br
-
), as a result, heterogeneous nucleation 

of ZIF-7 on Co-Al HTlc-modified substrates is prohibited, which 

in turn provides enough space for morphology evolvement of 

ZIF-7 nuclei and ultimately leads to the formation of ZIF-7 films 

with large grain size and well-developed facets. In contrast, 

relatively weak interactions between Zn
2+

 (intermediate acids) 

and Cl
-
 (strong bases)/I

-
 (weak bases) gives rise to enhanced 

heterogeneous nucleation, and therefore, relatively smaller 

grain size. Our deduction could be further confirmed by a 

recent study which employed ZnCl2, ZnBr2 and ZnI2 as zinc 

sources for preparation of ZIF-8 crystals.
42

 The fact that the 

largest ZIF-8 nanocrystals were obtained with ZnBr2 as the zinc 

source was also interpreted based on the HSAB theory. 

Effects of HTlc buffer layer morphology on the microstructure of 

ZIF-7 films 

Competent buffer layers are by no means confined to Co-Al 

HTlc buffer layers. In addition, we further prepared Mg-Al HTlc 

buffer layers comprised of relatively sparsely distributed HTlc 

plates (Fig. 5a) on which ZIF-7 films with the grain size of 5-10 

μm were in situ fabricated (Fig. 5b). Moreover, it was 

demonstrated that the morphology of Mg-Al HTlc buffer layers 

exerted significant influence on final morphology of prepared 

ZIF-7 films. For easy reference, Mg-Al HTlc buffer layers which 

consisted of more closely packed HTlc plates (Fig. 5c) were 

further in situ fabricated on porous γ-Al2O3 substrates. As 

indicated by the EDXS pattern, the Mg/Al ratio of Mg-Al HTlc 

buffer layers grown on α-Al2O3 substrates was estimated to be 

~2.1 (shown in SI-7). After in situ solvothermal synthesis, well-

intergrown ZIF-7 films with significantly reduced grain size 

were prepared (grain size ~1 μm, shown in Fig. 5d). This could 

be reasonably attributed to a remarkably increased number of 

active nucleation sites on Mg-Al HTlc buffer layer-modified 

substrates. All these results demonstrated that it was possible 

to adjust precisely microstructures of MOF films by judicious 

manipulation of the structure-related parameters of inorganic 

buffer layers aside from various solvothermal reaction 

parameters (like chemical composition of precursors, reaction 

time and temperature). 

It should be emphasized that metal ions present in both HTlc 

buffer layers and ZIF-7 framework are distinct, which 

unambiguously confirms that metal ions residing in inorganic 

modifiers are not necessarily identical with those in MOF 

frameworks, and there are no specific criteria for choosing 

inorganic buffer layers. This implies that in effect, a wide range 

of inorganic compounds are potentially competent buffer 

layers for promotion of nucleation and growth of MOF crystals. 

Adhesion strength and reproducibility of ZIF-7 films 

Strong adhesion of MOF crystals to the substrate surface is of 

vital importance for their practical applications. Herein 

ultrasonic testing was carried out to evaluate the adhesion 

strength of ZIF-7 films. It was found that after 30 minutes of 

ultrasonic treatment, prepared ZIF-7 film remained intact and 

firmly attached to the substrate (shown in Fig. 6). Reinforced 

Fig. 4 SEM images of ZIF-7 films prepared on Co-Al HTlc buffer layer-

modified α-Al2O3 substrates by in situ solvothermal growth with (a, b) 

ZnCl2, (c, d) ZnBr2 and (e, f) ZnI2 as zinc sources, respectively. 

Fig. 5 SEM images of (a) Mg-Al HTlc buffer layers prepared on α-Al2O3 

substrates, (b) ZIF-7 films prepared on Mg-Al HTlc buffer layer-modified α-

Al2O3 substrates by in situ solvothermal growth; (c) Mg-Al HTlc buffer 

layers prepared on γ-Al2O3 substrates and (d) ZIF-7 films prepared on Mg-

Al HTlc buffer layer-modified γ-Al2O3 substrates by in situ solvothermal 

growth. 
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mechanical stability of ZIF-7 film can be interpreted by the 

extra binding strength stemming from the intermediate HTlc 

network as suggested by previous studies.
22,43

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared MOF films exhibited high reproducibility in case 

uniform and continuous HTlc buffer layers could be firmly 

attached to substrates. To confirm this assumption, in parallel 

we prepared six ZIF-7 films on Co-Al HTlc buffer layer-modified 

α-Al2O3 substrates, and SEM results showed that all ZIF-7 films 

were well-intergrown on a large scale. 

Generality of the developed strategy 

Our approach was not only confined to ZIF-7 film synthesis. 

With this method well-intergrown ZIF-8 films could also be 

fabricated on both Co-Al and Mg-Al HTlc buffer layer-modified 

α-Al2O3 substrates (shown in Fig. 7). In contrast, ZIF-8 grains 

only sparsely distributed on bare α-Al2O3 substrates in the case 

of direct crystallization as revealed in previous studies. In 

addition, we further confirmed that continuous HKUST-1 films 

could be in situ grown on Zn-Al LDH buffer layer-modified γ-

Al2O3 substrates (shown in SI-8), therefore demonstrating this 

approach could be generalized to significantly promote 

nucleation and growth of diverse MOF films. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusions 

In this study we synthesized ZIF-7 films with diverse 

microstructures (including grain size, crystal morphology, film 

thickness and preferred orientation) on Co-Al/Mg-Al HTlc 

buffer layer-modified substrates by in situ solvothermal 

reaction. It is demonstrated that metal ions present in 

inorganic buffer layers and MOF films are not necessarily 

identical. Thus, the scope of inorganic compounds potentially 

appropriate for surface activation of substrates can be greatly 

expanded. Moreover, our concept is potentially preferable for 

mass production of MOF films since the microstructure of MOF 

films can be easily controlled simply via a facile in situ growth 

method. This can be realized simply by precisely tuning 

structure-related parameters of inorganic buffer layers. In 

addition, the influence of zinc sources on final microstructures 

of ZIF-7 films was systematically investigated. We firmly 

believe that the concept developed here could be potentially 

beneficial for efficient fabrication of diverse advanced MOF-

based hybrid materials. 
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ZIF-7 films with diverse microstructures were in situ fabricated on Co-Al/Mg-Al 

HTlc-functionalized substrates, demonstrating that metal ions residing in inorganic buffer layers 

did not have to be consistent with those in MOF framework. 
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